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Market Data Signup 

 

Select the appropriate platform and login with your user name and password.  Users of both 

Vantage and WebOE/Mobile Trader can select either platform.  There are different Signup 

screens for users of WebOE/Mobile Trader only, users of Vantage only and users of both 

WebOE/Mobile Trader and Vantage.   After login, the system will take the user to the 

appropriate set of screens to continue the Signup process. 

Login Page 

 

If the user makes the wrong platform selection above or types an invalid username, this message will 

appear: 

 

If the user types the wrong password, this message will appear: 

 

If login is still unsuccessful, contact Client Services at 877.396.7316 or email marketdata@rjobrien.com. 
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Market Data Professional / Non Professional Self-Declaration 

Whether the user is a Vantage only user, a WebOE/Mobile Trader only user or a user of both platforms, 

it will be necessary for the user to complete “PRO/NON-PRO” self-declaration certification as part of the 

market data selection signup for each platform. 

The “PRO/NON-PRO” self-declaration presents the user with a series of questions and statements which 

will be used to determine whether the user is to be considered a Professional or Non-Professional for 

the purpose of calculating real-time market data fees. 

 

After reviewing the “PRO/NON-PRO” decision criteria above user is given the choice of certifying that all 

the above statements apply, in which case the user will be treated as a Non-Professional; or certifying 

that one or more of the above statements do not apply, in which case, the user will be treated as a 

Professional.  If the user does not select either option, the user will get this message:    YOU MUST CERTIFY 

SUBSCRIPTION RESTRICTIONS   
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Users of Both Vantage and WebOE/Mobile Trader 

This user has access to both platforms. The user is required to fill out the fields with asterisks. The data 

entered into the signup screens will be stored in the RJ O’Brien database.  

Please note the option to enter “OTHER” billing instructions by clicking on the “BILL TO” dropdown and 

selecting “OTHER”.   

Other Help icons  appear throughout the forms. 

 

Signup and Market Data Selection Page 

 

 

Please note that in this case (Both Vantage and WebOE/MT user) market data selections for both 

Vantage and WebOE/MT may be made.  The expected bill amount will vary depending on the user’s 

selections, as described below. 
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The user will then be presented with a series of questions and statements which will be used to 

determine whether the user is to be considered a Professional or Non-Professional for the purpose of 

calculating real-time market data fees. 

In the screen print below, there are three steps. 

In the first step, the user is given the choice of certifying that all the above statements apply, in which 

case the user will be treated as a Non-Professional; or certifying that one or more of the above 

statements do not apply, in which case, the user will be treated as a Professional.  If the user does not 

select either option, the user will get this message:    YOU MUST CERTIFY SUBSCRIPTION RESTRICTIONS 

In the next step the user is given the choice of enabling real-time data in Vantage.  If the user chooses 

not to enable real-time data for Vantage, the user login will be disabled on January 1, 2015. 

In the next step the user may select those exchanges from which to enable real-time market data in 

WebOE/Mobile Trader.  For those exchanges not selected, the user will receive ten (10) minute delayed 

market data. 

Once these selections have been made, the system will calculate the users expected monthly market 

data bill. 

In the final section, the user may choose either to Agree or Not Agree with a statement indemnifying RJ 

O’Brien from any claims resulting from the provision of false information.  If the user clicks, “I Do Not 

Agree”, a popup will appear that reads “You Must Agree to Continue”. 
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If “NO” is selected for enabling real-time market data for Vantage, the user’s Vantage username will be 

disabled on January 1, 2015 

 

Click “I Accept” to proceed to the Confirmation Page, which confirms successful submission and 

confirms the users expected bill amount. 

Confirmation Page 
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WebOE/Mobile Trader Only User 

WebOE/MT user only will see the following screen after selecting WebOE/Mobile Trader and logging in.  

The user is required to fill out the fields with asterisks. The data entered into the signup screens will be 

stored in the RJ O’Brien database.  

Please note the option to enter “OTHER” billing instructions by clicking on the “BILL TO” dropdown and 

selecting “OTHER”.   

Other Help icons  appear throughout the forms. 
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The user will be presented with a series of questions and statements which will be used to determine 

whether the user is to be considered a Professional or Non-Professional for the purpose of calculating 

real-time market data fees. 

The user is then given the choice of certifying that all the above statements apply, in which case the user 

will be treated as a Non-Professional; or certifying that one or more of the above statements do not 

apply, in which case, the user will be treated as a Professional.  If the user does not select either option, 

the user will receive this message:    YOU MUST CERTIFY SUBSCRIPTION RESTRICTIONS 

In the next step the user may select those exchanges from which to enable real-time market data in 

WebOE/Mobile Trader.  For those exchanges not selected, the user will receive ten (10) minute delayed 

market data. 

Once these selections have been made, the system will calculate the users expected monthly market 

data bill. 

In the final section, the user may choose either to Agree or not Agree with a statement indemnifying RJ 

O’Brien from any claims resulting from the provision of false information.  If the user clicks, “I Do Not 

Agree”, a popup will appear that reads “You Must Agree to Continue” 

 

 

Click Next to proceed to the Verification Page for WebOE/MT only users. 
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After reviewing the Verification Page, Click “I Accept” or make desired corrections. After clicking “I 

Accept”, the Confirmation Page will appear. 

Confirmation Page 
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Vantage Only User 

After logging in a Vantage only user will see the following screen. 

The user is required to fill out the fields with asterisks. The data entered into the signup screens will be 

stored in the RJ O’Brien database.  

Please note the option to enter “OTHER” billing instructions by clicking on the “BILL TO” dropdown and 

selecting “OTHER”.   

Other Help icons  appear throughout the forms. 
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The user will then be presented with a series of questions and statements which will be used to 

determine whether the user is to be considered a Professional or Non-Professional for the purpose of 

calculating real-time market data fees. 

The user is then given the choice of certifying that all the above statements apply, in which case the user 

will be treated as a Non-Professional; or certifying that one or more of the above statements do not 

apply, in which case, the user will be treated as a Professional.  If the user does not select either option, 

the user will get this message:    YOU MUST CERTIFY SUBSCRIPTION RESTRICTIONS 

In the next step the user is given the choice of enabling real-time data in Vantage.  If the user chooses 

not to enable real-time data for Vantage, the user login will be disabled on January 1, 2015. 

Once these selections have been made, the system will calculate the users expected monthly market 

data bill. 

In the final section, the user may choose either to Agree or not Agree with a statement indemnifying RJ 

O’Brien from any claims resulting from the provision of false information.  If the user clicks, “I Do Not 

Agree”, a popup will appear that reads “You must agree to continue”. 

The system will then calculate the expected bill amount, which is calculated based on the market data 

selections made by the user. 

 

 

After clicking “Next”, the user will be taken the Verification Screen. 
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Verification Screen 

 

 

After reviewing the Verification Screen, the user can hit the back button on his browser to make any 

necessary corrections, or click “I Agree”.  The Signup Confirmation Screen will appear which indicates 

successful completion of the process and shows the expected bill amount. 

 


